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Wholesale Retail Code Change Proposal – Ref CPW111 

Modification 
proposal  

Wholesale Retail Code Change Proposal – CPW111 – Housekeeping 
changes to align the codes with CMOS 

Decision The Authority1 has decided to approve this Change Proposal 

Publication date 6 May 2021 

Implementation 
date 

14 May 2021 

Background 

During a code review undertaken by the Market Operator (MOSL) in 2020, it was 
identified that for some Data Transactions there is a misalignment between the 
described behaviour in the codes and functionality in the Central Market Operating 
System (CMOS). The misalignments have existed since market opening. MOSL logged 
the inconsistencies that it had identified and has submitted this housekeeping Change 
Proposal to seek to address them.  

The issue 

CSD 0301 (Data Catalogue) – T121.W 

CSD 0301 does not mandate that the Trade Effluent Tariff Band is included in the T121.W 
(Submit DPID) Transaction where the Trade Effluent tariff is banded. However, CMOS 
has a validation rule which mandates inclusion where the tariff is banded. This is 
required to facilitate the accurate calculation of Primary Charges. The final 
recommendation report states that if this data is not included, CMOS will ‘skip’ the 
Supply Point during settlement calculations. 

CSD 0301 (Data Catalogue) – T105.M 

 

1 The terms used in this document are those defined in the Wholesale Retail Code and capitalised terms 
relating to the titles of Data Items or Data Transactions described in CSD 0301 (Data Catalogue) shall have  
the meaning attributed therein. 
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Both Wholesalers and Retailers can submit Meter Reads to CMOS through 
T105.R/T105.W (Submit Meter Read). CMOS will then notify the relevant parties of these 
reads through the T105.M transaction. CSD 0301 does not currently include that a 
T105.M transaction will be sent to the Trading Party that submitted the T105.R/T105.W. 
Although in practice CMOS will send a T105.M notification to the Trading Party in 
response to its own T105.R/T105.W Data Transaction. It is necessary to ensure that 
CMOS sends a T105.M notification to the Trading Party that is submitting a 
T105.R/R105.W to ensure that Trading Party is aware of the value of D3021 Data Item 
(Rollover Flag) for the read. This Data Item informs the Trading Party whether a read is 
deemed to be a ‘rollover’. The final recommendation report states that this information 
is fundamental to volume calculation and without it Trading Parties will not be fully 
aware of a premises’ usage. 

CSD 0202 (Meter Read Submission: Process) – T105.M 

Section 5.1.2(b) of CSD 0202 does not include that a Wholesaler submitting a Meter 
Read will receive a T.105.M notification in response to this. In practice, however, a 
Wholesaler will always receive a T105.M in response to its submission of a Meter Read. 
The T105.M notification contains important information about volumetric usage which 
is required by the Wholesaler. 

CSD 0203 (Meter Read Submission: Validation) – T181.W 

Wholesalers submit Data Transaction T181.W (Submit Association/Disassociation of 
Meter with SPID) to associate or disassociate meters with SPIDs or to rectify an error if 
there is an incorrect association/disassociation or there has been a change of use. 

Section 2.1.4 of CSD 0203 (Meter Read Submission: Validation) lists the Data 
Transactions that Trading Parties can use to submit Meter Reads. Following 
submission, Meter Reads are subject to validation routines (volume validation and 
rollover detection and validation). These validation routines include assessment of 
T181.W. However, this Data Transaction is not listed in section 2.1.4 of CSD 0203. The 
final recommendation report states that it is vital that the validation routines include 
T181.W, as its submission has direct impacts on the calculation of metered volume and 
settlement charges. 
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The Change Proposal2 

There are four amendments proposed to address the identified issues. These are: 

1. CSD 0301, section 4.4: amendment to the details for T121.W to specify that data 
item D6024 (Trade Effluent Tariff Band) is to be ‘Required if the Tariff includes a 
banded charge’, to reflect the CMOS Validation Rule VR.177. 

2. CSD 0301, section 4.4: amendment to include that a Wholesaler or Retailer 
submitting transaction T105.R/T105.W will always receive a T105.M. 

3. CSD 0202, section 5.1.2 (b): amendment to include that a Wholesaler will always 
receive a T105.M in response to its T105.W. 

4. CSD 0203: amendment to section 2.1.4 to include the T181.W transaction. 

Industry consultation and assessment 

The final recommendation report states that a consultation for CPW111 was not deemed 
necessary as it is a simple housekeeping change that seeks to align the codes with 
correct CMOS behaviour. It is stated that the changes will have no impact on Trading 
Party systems or processes. 

The Customer Representative provided their view on this Change Proposal: 

“We support the proposal to correct the inaccuracies that have been identified in this 
change proposal. It is vital that Code documents are clear, easy to interpret, and 
accurately reflect the processes taking place. The remedial actions stated should help 
to rectify the errors that have been identified. 

We note that there are differences between the proposed amendments in terms of their 
significance. Most of the proposed changes are designed to make the wording of a 
process description more reflective of what is currently taking place. However, the 
amendment in relation to T121.W (Submit DPID), concerns a process that Trading 
Parties may not be currently following correctly. Where errors are identified that could 
be causing settlement and customer billing inaccuracies, these should be given a 
higher priority than other housekeeping changes. We would urge MOSL to consider 
such prioritisation in future Code reviews, if this is not already happening.” 

 

2 The proposal and accompanying documentation is available on the MOSL website at 
https://www.mosl.co.uk/market-codes/change#scroll-track-a-change      

https://www.mosl.co.uk/market-codes/change#scroll-track-a-change
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Panel recommendation 

The Panel considered this Change Proposal at its meeting on 26 January 2021. It 
recommended, by unanimous decision, that the Authority approve this proposal. This 
recommendation has been made on the basis of improving the principles of 
transparency and simplicity, cost effectiveness and security. The recommended date of 
implementation is 14 May 2021, which the Panel noted is driven by scheduled code 
releases. 

Our decision and reasons for our decision 

We have considered the issues raised by the Change Proposal and the supporting 
documentation provided in the Panel’s final recommendation report and have decided 
to approve the proposal. We have concluded that the implementation of CPW111 will 
better facilitate the principles and objectives of the Wholesale Retail Code detailed in 
Schedule 1 Part 1 Objectives, Principles and Definitions, and is consistent with our 
statutory duties. 

We consider that the Change Proposal furthers the principle of proportionality because 
amending CMOS to align with the codes to address the identified issues could 
potentially result in negative outcomes and there would also be costs associated with 
amending CMOS. In this instance, it is more practical and proportionate to make 
amendments to the codes rather than change CMOS to align with to the codes.  

In addition, we agree that the Change Proposal furthers the principle of simplicity, cost 
effectiveness and security because the final recommendation report indicates that 
there are no implementation costs. Should the change not be implemented there 
would be costs incurred to align CMOS with the current code provisions. We agree with 
the Panel’s assessment that implementation of this change will align the code with the 
CMOS validation rules which will give Trading Parties better visibility of CMOS 
behaviour.  

Decision notice  

In accordance with paragraph 6.3.7 of the Market Arrangements Code, the Authority 
approves this Change Proposal. 

Georgina Mills 
Director, Business Retail Market 
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